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Badminton Courts

Description

Evaluator Comments

Badminton courts have been suggested as
program elements in the Great Park Sports
Park. Badminton is a competitive sport that
requires explosive speed, quick reflexes, rapid
hand-eye coordination, racquet skills, and aerobic
endurance. The excitement of a badminton
match makes it an exciting spectator sport.

Appeals to the large portion of the Orange
County population. Could be integrated into
gymnasium programming. The sport is played by
various members of the population with varying
numbers of players. Contact - Joseph Lin at
Irvine Valley College. This program provides no
environmental benefit.

Competitive badminton is typically played
indoors, as air currents can have a profound
effect on the flight of the shuttlecocks. As such,
it is a candidate for inclusion in the Field House
component of the Sports Park. Badminton is also
a popular high school physical education activity,
and is also played competitively by a number of
Southern California high school teams such as
Long Beach Poly, Garden Grove, Estancia, and
Villa Park.
For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Basketball Courts

Description

Evaluator Comments

Basketball Courts have been suggested as
program elements in the Great Park Sports
Park. Activities in the Sports Park are clustered
together in one large (multi-acre) space, allowing
visitors to share common facilities, such as
restrooms, parking lots, food service, water
fountains, etc. Often, small areas are included
for passive recreation, such as picnic areas, or
small playgrounds, giving parents and families a
place to gather after (and during) games.

This is an important activity for the general public.
Discuss with Lennar the possibility of including
night-lighted basketball courts to determine if
courts may be a duplication in the Great Park.
The recreation evaluators recommend 4-8
courts in high school court dimensions. This
program provides no environmental benefit.

Evaluation
For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Bark Parks

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Bark parks, or dog parks, are fenced areas
where people can bring their dogs to safely
roam around and frolic unleashed. Most dog
parks have water for the pets, cleanup facilities,
and some have features such as double-gated
entries, pet-washing stations, agility equipment,
trees, benches, and water bodies beyond the
requisite patch of grass/dirt. Dog parks should
be designed so that runoff from the site will not
have an adverse impact on neighboring wildlife
habitats.

of fecal waste. Good physical activity if placed
in an area where walking is required. Based on
experience, this requires a lot of public relations
and customer service interaction. Park may
be managed by volunteers. Refer to Griffin
Structures report for facilities description.

Bark parks have proven to be vital social areas
for dog lovers and owners as well as the dogs
themselves. Access to nearby dog parks allows
owners to exercise their dogs regularly without
having to drive to dog parks in neighboring cities.
Off-leash time is beneficial to the health of dogs,
and exercising dogs on a daily basis becomes a
form of exercise for the owners as well. Wellexercised, happy socialized dogs are less likely
to have behavior problems.
Evaluator Comments
Definite appeal for dog owners but limited
community service appeal. Artificial turf
should be investigated since there are huge
operational issues. It could be detrimental to
the environment due to the high concentration

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Bike Criterium Course (event)

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

A criterium is a multi-lap bicycle race with laps
typically shorter than 5 km. “Crits” emphasize
speed and bike-handling skills. They are
temporary uses of existing roadways and parking
lots and are usually held on weekends and offhours to avoid conflicts with cars. The runways
preserved at the Great Park could make ideal
criterium courses.

the number of people benefiting from physical
activity. Could be a spectator sport. It is not
on a permeable surface. It does not offer much
of an education component. Low tech with
maximum benefit for cyclists. The sport adds a
variety of choices. It has a narrow audience but
might encourage more people to cycle.

The Orange County Bike Coalition estimates
that there are about 2000 cyclists that compete
in racing events such as criteriums, 500 of
which regularly compete in short bike races.
A criterium is typically sponsored by a local
bike club. The criterium course provides a
daily “track” for local cyclists to use for riding
practice similar to a running track.

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value

Evaluator Comments

Community Service Value

Appeals to the huge cycling constituency in
Southern Orange County. The criterium could
be accommodated on the existing infrastructure
and could work with a street skate course. The
event could be run on the preserved runways,
using these facilities in a way of positive reuse for public benefit. This program provides
great site access. If the bike criterium course
is designed for competitive racing, it could limit

Recreation Value
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Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Bike Trials Course (event)

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Bike trials feature riders maneuvering over and
across natural or man-made obstacles without
their feet touching the ground. The cyclists have
to get over obstacles grouped into sections. The
most common obstacles are rocks and shrubs,
but objects can be almost anything: cardboard
boxes, cars, tables, etc.

value is largely dependent on the type of uses
applied to the performance rooms. The benefit
may be small and could be a part of other trails
for cyclists. There is potential conflict with
other users of trails and has maintenance and
operations implications. Not much appeal in
terms of community service. Could cause soil
disturbance.

Courses can be permanent or temporary and
might be incorporated into the skate park.
Competitions can be staged in parking lots or
other public areas, and might utilize existing
walls, rails, benches, or other built features.
There is a small but devoted worldwide
population of trials bike practitioners and fans,
with a few riders local to Orange County in
the top ranks of international competition. A
high-level course could bring professional level
competitors to Orange County.
Evaluator Comments
Bike trails course has a very limited appeal. If
staged as an event it would not require permanent
structures. There seems to be space for this
available in other nearby locations. Overall
demographic appeal may be limited. Could
appeal to younger park visitors.The educational

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Bocce Courts

Description

Evaluator Comments

Bocce courts have been suggested as program
elements in the Great Park Sports Park.Activities
in the Sports Park are clustered together in one
large (multi-acre) space, allowing visitors to share
common facilities, such as restrooms, parking
lots, food service, water fountains, etc. Often,
small areas are included for passive recreation,
such as picnic areas, or small playgrounds, giving
parents and families a place to gather after (and
during) games.

Explore possibility of incorporating into a lawn
bowling course. Potential for tournaments,
corporate outings as well as revenue potential
for equipment rentals. This program has no
environmental benefit. A needs assessment
should be conducted. The court has to be
watered in the evening before play which
requires daily maintenance. The sport might
be good for seniors.

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Camping Sites for Small Groups

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

The size and breadth of the Great Park’s
proposed natural areas creates the opportunity
for overnight camping facilities to serve small
groups.

families that come to the park for tournaments.
There are many variations to consider such
as space/size. If camping is focused on physical
activity and nutrition then there is great health
value. This program meets or is neutral on all
environmental goal statements.

Camping overnight at a designated campsite will
appeal to families, couples, outdoor recreation
fans, and includes campers of all ages, ethnic
groups, and nationalities.
Camping at the Great Park will be specifically
designed to serve small groups that will organize
a visit to spend the night or a weekend.

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value

Evaluator Comments
This would be the first camp site in Irvine. There
is great potential for a strong educational tie
with the camping experience at the park. Small
camping experiences are invaluable for children
and families. Camping fosters independence and
respect for nature. It should be incorporated
into the trails, wilderness, and open space
areas. There is revenue potential especially with
group reservations. This could accommodate

Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Casting Pond

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

A casting pond is a place for fly-fishermen to
practice casting and/or practice and compete in
the tournament sport of fly-casting and plugcasting.

considered. This has a meditative quality. This
could be operated as a concession generating
revenue. This is a quiet low impact activity
which adds to the variety of choices and age
groups served. The environmental nature of
this activity is positive.

The Fly Fishers Club of Orange County
(FFCOC) currently has no facilities to call their
own. They are looking for a place to practice
casting, but also to conduct their many public
lessons, workshops, competitions, and club
meetings.
The lessons learned at the end of a fly-rod
are as much about the health of the riverine
ecosystem as they are about casting, and these
same lessons are closely aligned with the mission
of the Great Park.
Evaluator Comments
The sport is becoming increasingly popular.
Casting ponds are built specifically for the sport
of casting. The constituents of this sport are
avid fly fishermen. The groups interested in
this program focus on the process of educating
others and the importance of healthy rivers
and streams. If programmed for both children
and adults, it could be popular. Incorporating
this into the lakes or streams should also be
60

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Chess Tables

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Chess tables for outdoor use are surfaced
and marked for playing chess. They are usually
permanent (non-moveable) furniture. Chairs
or benches are usually provided and may be
moveable or permanent fixtures.

provides no environmental benefit. It has narrow
appeal. This has limited fitness participation.

Chess in the outdoors is a leisurely activity that
requires time and patience and is thus typically
more popular with older generations, though
competitive chess is played by people of all
ages.

Evaluation

Tables are typically built with concrete or
metal in order to withstand weathering in park
settings.

Design Value

Evaluator Comments

Cultural Value

This is a wonderful addition to public spaces
and provides a positive generational experience.
Generally attracts mid to senior aged
participants. Locate around the park in passive
areas. Recommend small tables - not the large
three foot tall chessmen. Physical movement
would be improved if life size pieces were used.
Requires minimum space, programming, and
little to implement. Very reminiscent of an oldfashioned “safe” community park. This program

Community Service Value

Health Value

Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Cross Country Running Course

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

A cross-country running course is a measured
and marked course for cross-country training
and competitions often at scholastic and
collegiate levels. Courses typically make use of
existing park infrastructure and features, using
fields, roads, trails, and hills, and can be designed
as an overlay on the planned topography and
circulation systems of the Great Park.

changes. The running trail should be designed to
incorporate a cross country course. The five
Irvine High School coaches should be involved
in the course design. Potential use for the
greater Orange County schools or regional use
for school teams to expose people to the park.
A definite revenue generator. Can add value to
the ecological areas of the park by making them
a part of the park experience.

Cross-country running is a sport in which teams
of runners compete to complete a course over
open or rough terrain. It differs from road running
or track running principally in the course, which
may include grass, mud, woodlands, and water.
It is a popular and growing participatory sport
with qualities inherently compatible with park
planning and uses.
The Great Park Board of Directors has endorsed
the concept of building a championship level
course so that elite cross-country competitions
will take place in the Great Park.
Evaluator Comments
Great for fitness and has multi-use benefits
within the trail system. This program will
encourage greater site access and trail networks.
Requires unique design with numerous elevation
62

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Equestrian Trails + Rest Stop

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Trails for recreational horseback riding are
planned for the Great Park. Generally speaking,
equestrian trails are planned at the perimeter of
the park, and overlooking the canyon.

populations will benefit but limited for most
groups of the population; typically unaffordable.
Compatibility with pedestrians and cyclists is
an issue. Horses damage trails that are used
by the general public. There are no significant
environmental benefits.

A staging area (a place to unload a horse) is not
planned for the park. Instead, it is anticipated
that horses would be staged (unloaded) at sites
outside the park and enter the Great Park at the
designated connecting trail heads that provide
access to the Cleveland National Forest.

Evaluation

A “rest stop” for horses and riders could be
provided for horses and their riders as they
pass through the park. The Equestrian rest stop
would be located along the equestrian trail
“loop” through the Great Park.

Design Value

Evaluator Comments

Community Service Value

This provides an alternative transit option on
site. Must connect to trails outside park or
trailer parking would be needed. Odor and
waste needs to be considered. Trails should be
designed for multiple purposes. This appeals to
a narrow constituency. A therapeutic riding
element could be included adding community
service value. The environmental consequences
of horse feces needs to be weighed. Some

Recreation Value

Health Value
Cultural Value

Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Exercise Circuit

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

An exercise circuit, or circuit training provides
a full-body workout while providing an
activating program for the park and surrounding
communities.

access and trail networks. It could be nestled
in the bosque of trees rather than clumped on
a pad. There are possible connections to the
playgrounds especially those for older children.
The exercise circuit should be integrated with
running trails and included with a youth exercise
circuit.

A proper circuit provides stations for different
exercises such as push-ups, dips, squats, lunges,
calf raises, abdominal exercises, etc. Most
outdoor exercise circuits rely upon simple,
stationary, isometric stations as opposed to the
moving mechanical equipment found in health
clubs. Some circuits, however, do incorporate
moving isometric equipment such as stair
steppers and elliptical machines.

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value

A good exercise circuit would provide a free and
outdoor alternative to pricey gyms and health
clubs, and would thus contribute to the health
of park visitors.

Community Service Value

Evaluator Comments

Recreation Value

Excellent program if designed with creative
experts to make it relevant to multiple
audiences and located in multiple sites. It meets
multi-generational needs.This would provide an
impetus for people go to the park for exercise.
It is easy to implement and integrate, not
intrusive. This program will encourage great site

Education Value
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Cultural Value

Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Frontenis Courts

Description

Evaluator Comments

Frontenis courts have been suggested as
program elements in the Great Park Sports Park.
Frontenis is a variation of the Basque pelota
game, which is a derivation of tennis. The game
is played on a three-walled court (fronton) with a
tennis racquet that contains an optional custom
double string called the “double encordado”
and with a tiny frontenis ball. Games are played
singles or pairs.

There are few facilities in the county. There is
a lack of familiarity with this sport therefore
unknown popularity. Courts at the park could
encourage and broaden participation. Several
population groups could be educated on this
sport and promoted in school settings. Might
have revenue potential. Walls are a concern
from a design perspective. This program has no
environmental benefit.

Historically in Southern California, Frontenis
was played and bet upon by Latin American
immigrants as a social and athletic pastime,
though today frontenis does not have much of
a presence.
For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Geo-caching

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Geocaching is an outdoor treasure-hunting game
in which participants use a Global Positioning
System (GPS) receiver or other navigational
technique to hide and seek containers (called
“geocaches” or “caches”) anywhere in the
world. A typical cache is a small waterproof
container containing a logbook and “treasure,”
usually toys or trinkets of little monetary value.

park that might not otherwise know about it
from a global perspective. It has an educational
advantage of learning to use a GPS and get people
outdoors. It has insignificant impact spatially.
This needs to be sensitive to the ecology of
the area. This program does not have much
community service appeal.

The opportunity exists to create an identity for
the Great Park with the Geocaching community
by minting Great Park geocoins – a kind of
signature item or calling card, assigned a unique
tracking number, which then travels from cache
to cache, person to person, as a memento of
the park. These coins could be created on a
recurring basis, and could consist of limited runs
that might be event driven, perhaps released
with scheduled construction roll-outs.
Evaluator Comments
This is an easy program to implement. Has great
potential as a low cost revenue generator. It
could have flexible locations, multi-generational
interest and is an innovative program. This
appeals to the younger population and
encourages increased physical activity. Could
be used to market for corporate outings and
team building. This could draw people to the
66

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Horseshoe Pitches

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Horseshoe pitches have been suggested as
program elements in the Great Park Sports
Park. Activities in the Sports Park are clustered
together in one large (multi-acre) space, allowing
visitors to share common facilities, such as
restrooms, parking lots, food service, water
fountains, etc. Often, small areas are included for
passive recreation, such as picnic areas, or small
playgrounds, giving parents and families a place
to gather after (and during) games.

evaluator comments that most parks have them
and they are not used much.

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluator Comments
This is an unsupervised activity with low
maintenance. It appeals to all ages and could be
incorporated into family picnic areas. Low cost
to develop and could be incorporated with the
bocce. This is not a very physical activity but
does encourage some movement. This program
provides no environmental benefit. Another

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Lawn Bowling

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Lawn Bowling is a precision sport in which the
goal is to roll slightly radially asymmetrical balls
(called bowls) closer to a smaller white ball
(the “jack” or “kitty” or “sweetie”) than one’s
opponent is able to do.

The layout should consider how it can be
designed and programmed to play to a larger
audience. Explore artificial turf. This program
provides no environmental benefit. Revenue
potential should be explored. This seems more
of a clublike sport than public. This has no
community service value and limited audience.

The game is usually played on a large, rectangular,
precisely leveled and manicured grass or
synthetic surface known as a bowling green.
Orange County has been called the “Mecca
for Lawn Bowling,” due to its great popularity
amongst O.C. residents. In particular, the game is
very popular with retired people. Lawn bowling
is accessible to people of all ages and conditions,
including kids, seniors, and the handicapped. It
is not difficult for the developmentally disabled
to play, and there is also an International League
of Blind Bowlers.

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value

Evaluator Comments

Recreation Value

A unique and active experience for seniors.
Typically appeals to a limited age group and
ethnic groups. May be located near senior
housing surrounding the park. Lawn bowling
has visual appeal and adds to the variety of
choices. There are already a lot of facilities in
OC with each one serving under 150 members.

Education Value
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Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Meditation Gardens: Yoga Gardens,Tai Chi, Reflexology

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

There will be specific areas designed for
meditation in the Great Park, befitting various
forms of activities, both social and individual.
These spaces will consist of garden rooms, or
areas carved out of the surrounding program
and landscape to host meditative activities.
These areas will be designed to be multi-use,
so when not occupied by groups or individuals
practicing some form of meditative art, they will
act as an extension of the park.

environmental goal statements. Spaces might
be incorporated along the park paths.

Evaluation
Some of the specific spaces being considered
are for Tai Chi, yoga, and reflexology paths.

Design Value
Health Value

Evaluator Comments
A nice unique idea that would be popular
and relaxing. Meditation areas may require
different areas from areas with more active uses
including Tai Chi. Thought should be given to
provide places to site and be reflective. This
could be a good space for small group activities.
They are difficult to find in metropolitan areas.
This area could be inviting to those of varying
faiths. This program meets or is neutral on all

Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Play Grounds: Youth / Children’s / Tot Lot

Description

Evaluator Comments

Well-designed play areas are arenas for
social interaction, education, physical
activity, and the development of cognitive,
communicative, and teamwork skills. At
the Great Park, playgrounds will emphasize
education, interpretation, creativity, nature,
art, and other aspects of play that have often
been ignored in conventional playground
design. Four models are being examined:
1. Interpretive and educational playgrounds:
Thematic designs incorporating narrative,
historical, and cultural elements inform
unique features making playgrounds
interesting, educational, and fun.
2. Adventure playgrounds: a landscape in
which to build, explore, roam, get dirty,
and to pursue any variety of activities,
often linked to gardening or the raising
and care of animals.
3. Sculptural Playground: interlocking play
and sculpture in innovative playgrounds
and structures.
4. State of the Art Playground: A place
where playground designers can
periodically replace existing structures
with the newest playground technologies
and concepts.

Good sized tot lots are needed near the
athletic fields/active sports area and the balloon.
Locate so various ages of children are facilitated
next for families with multiple aged children.
Playgrounds are for families with young children
that allows them to explore in a safe and
controlled environment as well as promote
creative engagement and imagination Design
should incorporate history, site, nature, social/
personal health representing a park of the 21st
century and the global health message.
Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Sand Volleyball Courts

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Sand volleyball courts have been suggested as
program elements in the Great Park Sports
Park. Activities in the Sports Park are clustered
together in one large (multi-acre) space,
allowing visitors to share common facilities,
such as restrooms, parking lots, food service,
water fountains, etc. Often, small areas are
included for passive recreation, such as picnic
areas, or small playgrounds, giving parents and
families a place to gather after (and during)
games.

in Field House. Little space required and little
maintenance. Another evaluator thought this
is a good alternative to going to the beach.
Could provide a place for people to play that
is connected to mass transit. This program
provides no environmental benefit.

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value

Evaluator Comments

Education Value

This appeals to multiple ethnicities, youth and
adults. There are already many opportunities
at local beaches. Courts accommodate only a
few people at a time. Courts should be sited by
the lake. Volleyball activities could be included

Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Soccer Fields

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Soccer fields are proposed as a central element
in the Great Park Sports Park. Both Tournament
sized fields and recreation fields are proposed,
with an eye towards the Park being able to host
regular soccer and national caliber scholastic
soccer tournaments.

multiple population groups. Use of the play
fields should be considered beyond the soccer
craze. Maximize use with artificial turf fields
for year round play. Good revenue potential
especially if night lighted. This program provides
no environmental benefit.

The fields are to be clustered together in one
large (multi-acre) space, allowing visitors to
share common facilities, such as restrooms,
parking lots, water fountains, etc. Include smaller
areas for passive recreation, such as picnic areas,
or small playgrounds, giving parents and families
a place to gather after (and during) games.

Evaluation

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value

Evaluator Comments
Growing popularity with broad culture in
Orange County. It has cultural significance for
72

Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Softball Diamonds

Description

Evaluator Comments

Softball diamonds have been suggested as
program elements in the Great Park Sports
Park. Activities in the Sports Park are clustered
together in one large (multi-acre) space, allowing
visitors to share common facilities, such as
restrooms, parking lots, food service, water
fountains, etc. Often, small areas are included for
passive recreation, such as picnic areas, or small
playgrounds, giving parents and families a place
to gather after (and during) games.

Designed for youth and adults. The facilities
should be open to the county wide population
and both genders. 8-12 fields, adult use nightly
with youth tournaments on weekends. Excellent
revenue potential year round night lighted. This
program provides no environmental benefit.
Fields are recreational and should not be for
profit.

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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Star Gazing Room(s)

Description

Evaluator Comments

Amateur astronomers around the world
direct their attention to the skies, typically
with their bare eyes, binoculars, or portable
telescopes. Amateur astronomy is unique in
that participants with the proper knowledge
and oftentimes home-made equipment are still
able to make valuable contributions to the field
of professional astronomy. This program shares
potential interest with the Citizen Science
program.

astronomers. Light pollution is a concern since
Orange County does not have a dark sky. The
practicality of this program might be limited.
The design of the park lighting system should be
taken into consideration so there is adequate
dark sky is available. This is a low cost amenity.
An education program needs to be developed
to compliment the space.
Evaluation

Though the Great Park is not located in an ideal
location for stargazing, the proposed dark-sky
lighting and the ability to isolate areas from
nearby traffic mean that the Great Park can
provide a number of optimized outdoor spaces
for star gazing within the context of the park
and the city of Irvine. By their nocturnal nature,
stargazing facilities are ideal places for shared
uses with daytime activities where peace and
quiet are also desirable.
Evaluator Comments
An interesting and unique component. This is an
activity supported by many people in the west
and a good addition to the park for night time
use. Star gazing can provide opportunities for
community residents to learn about the solar
system and provide opportunities for amateur
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Tennis Courts

Description

Evaluator Comments

Tennis courts have been suggested as program
elements in the Great Park Sports Park.Activities
in the Sports Park are clustered together in one
large (multi-acre) space, allowing visitors to share
common facilities, such as restrooms, parking
lots, food service, water fountains, etc. Often,
small areas are included for passive recreation,
such as picnic areas, or small playgrounds, giving
parents and families a place to gather after (and
during) games.

Recommend 8-12 lighted courts, 16-24 teaching
courts and with one center court with permanent
seating. Potential for revenue with lessons, pro
leasing courts or pro-shop. This use may take
a large area for a small number of players. This
program provides no environmental benefit.

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Connection
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Trails: Hiking / Walking / Bike / Running

Description

Evaluator Comments

In addition to the general circulation paths
throughout the Great Park, trails could be
programmed specifically for certain uses. These
trails can be designed to facilitate specific uses,
like Running trails, Mountain bike or off-road
bicycle trails, and Hiking trails. Typically these
trails may not be paved, and can be designed to
facilitate these specific uses, providing access off
of paved surfaces. These specialized trails can
have design criteria, operational criteria, and
maintenance criteria specific to their particular
use.

Trails should connect to the existing trail systems
surrounding the park. Running trails should be
separate from bike trails. Include water stations,
rest areas, benches, and exercise circuit. This
has great health value allowing use by multiple
groups and promotes physical activity. The
educational value is heavily dependent on the
quality of the programming.

The idea for all trails in the park is to provide
vital links to the surrounding community,
contributing to the system of trails both local
and regional, and making connections for bikes,
horses, and people.

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value

It is by this system of trails that the Great Park
can be connected with Orange County.

Recreation Value

Evaluator Comments

Education Value

A variety of trail are critical to the core of the
park. Trail uses need to be balanced. There
are obvious recreational benefits and are low
maintenance. There is potential for cross
county meets. A diverse terrain can result in
inner connecting trails and varying fitness levels.
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Youth Baseball Diamonds

Description

Evaluator Comments (continued)

Youth baseball diamonds have been suggested
as program elements in the Great Park Sports
Park. Activities in the Sports Park are clustered
together in one large (multi-acre) space,
allowing visitors to share common facilities,
such as restrooms, parking lots, food service,
water fountains, etc. Often, small areas are
included for passive recreation, such as picnic
areas, or small playgrounds, giving parents and
families a place to gather after (and during)
games.

Programs could be developed for youth and all
age groups. There are not enough night lighted
fields in O.C. Built in clusters of 4 - 4 Little
League/ Pony League (ages 8-12; 60-70’ bases)
4 Regulation / Pony League (ages 13-18; 80’-90’
bases). Facilities should be open to the county
wide population and to both genders. This
program has no environmental benefit.

For a summary of program and needs assessment
for the Great Park Sports Park, refer to:
Program and Needs Assessment / Active Recreation
and Sports Uses at the Orange County Great Park.
Program Summary pres. April 27, 2006
By Griffin Structures, Inc. 385 Second St. Laguna
Beach, CA 92651
T: 949-497-9000

Evaluation
Design Value
Health Value
Cultural Value
Community Service Value
Recreation Value
Education Value
Environmental Value
Cumulative Value
Strong Connection
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